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[FORMAT] .Vogelherd Site, Germany . From ARCY II milder interval. Little MISS well-fed VOGELHERD
(Level V), an ivory, anthropomorphic figure is inscribed with an episodic (garment-like) calendar.
She
dates to ca.
ca.28,750 BC, Aurignacian II B ? and the concurrent Lower-Perigordian IIb. During this milder interval the population
surviving the deepest cold of Würm III an expanding population produced abundant tools, calendars and artistic carvings.
[please see –1- CALENDRICS in which the inscriptions are partially translated.]
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“A MAGIC DOLL MADE JUST FOR ME
WHEN I FORGET I LOOK AND SEE
ALL ABOUT THE MOON SO BRIGHT
THAT I CAN SEE MOST EVERY NIGHT
WHEN THE MOON IS GONE IT’S DARK
WE WALK WITH CARE FOR DANGERS HARK
I KNOW WHEN COMES DARK, DIM or NIGHT
DOLLIE TELLS HOW MUCH MOONLIGHT.
Best of all, as Little miss Vogelherd winds yarn she spins on this spool; weaving and sewing ladies tell stories; now
and then even adding inscription on a tool.
Isn’t it wonderful- amazing- marks on leather bone ivory and stone that can be looked at, and someone else can
know what was said yesterday, last year, and even long-long ago!
[Yes, across about a span of thirty thousand years, soft
voices of a tiny family as it works though glacial winter night under a tiny stone lamp’s light, can still be read and heard. ]
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ca.28,750 BC, Aurignacian II B ? and the concurrent Lower-Perigordian IIb. During this milder interval the population
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The colored ANDRONOVO Corridor details the stage upon human evolution and subsequent human history has
played out. Is not history a branch of biology?
The ANDRONOVO corridor with its extensions picture the so-called
HEARTLAND [or WORLD ISLAND] defined by one of the earliest and greatest geopoliticial historians, McKinder. He
defined the RIM LANDS as Africa, Arabia, India, S.E.Asia and even Europe. Geopolitical Islands included Australia,
North America, South America, and the smaller though industrially gigantic British and Japanese Islands.
Before mankind created really tightly-organized and highly interdependent industrialized economic complexes
spanning continents; weather paced events in and about the ANDRONOVO Corridor.
Above, AURIGNACIAN Culture is shown expanded through the region during the Mild DENECAMP and
HENGELO centuries; and then migration out of the heartland impelled by the bitterly cold Wurm III glaciation sequence of
ca.31,000 to ca 19,000 BC impelled an outward migration.
Concurrent with the migration out of the World Island’s HEARTLAND language went with them. Likely this is
the origin of so-called “WORLD LANGUAGE” of ca.30,000 BC which preceded the expansion of “NOSTRATIC” during
GLACIATIONS following the SOLUTREAN ca.19,000 BC and especially the BØLLING ca 12,500 BC.
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